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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [1], we have established the stability criteria for the finite delay difference systems of the general 
form in terms of the discrete Liapunov functionals as well as Liapunov functions. Furthermore, 
this technique has been developed in [2] for the infinite, delay difference systems, and has been 
further improved in [3] for both finite and infinite delay difference systems. Recently, we have 
made in [4] a first step towards the quantitative stability theory for the quadratic finite delay 
difference systems. More precisely, under certain conditions not only can one assert he uniform 
stability and uniform asymptotic stability of the zero solution, but also one can estimate the 
corresponding stability and asymptotic stability regions. 
As known, the concept of total stability or stability under permanent perturbation for ordinary 
differential systems has been in existence for more than 40 years. However, to the best of our 
knowledge, the concept of total stability for delay difference systems has not been discussed nor 
even defined so far. In this paper, we will define the total stability and the total asymptotic 
stability for the finite delay difference systems. Furthermore, we will establish criteria of total 
stability and total asymptotic stability for linear delay difference systems, by which, under certain 
conditions, not only can one confirm the desired total stability or total asymptotic stability, but 
also one can estimate the corresponding stability regions. Hence, the obtained results are both 
qualitative and quantitative. 
Consider the delay difference systems of the following general form: 
x(~ + 1) =/ (n ,  x~), n e z +, (1) 
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and the perturbed systems 
y(n + 1) = f (n,  y,~) + G(n, Yn), n • Z +, (2) 
where Z + denotes the set of nonnegative integers, x, y • R k, f, G : Z + x C --* R k with C = {~o :
{-r ,  - r+  1, . . . ,  0} ~ R k} for some positive integer > 0, and xn(s) = x(n+s),  yn(s) = y(n+s) 
for s = - r , - r  + 1, . . . ,0 .  Let 
II~ll = max{l~(s)l : s • { - r , . . .  ,0}}. 
We assume that f (n,  O) = G(n, 0) = 0 for n • Z + so that equations (1) and (2) always have 
the zero solution x(n) = 0 and y(n) = 0, respectively. Obviously, for any given no • Z + and a 
given initial function ~o • C, there is a unique solution of equation (1) (respectively, equation (2)), 
denoted by x(no, qo)(n) (respectively, (no, ~o)(n)), such that it satisfies (1) (respectively, (2)) for 
all integer n > no and 
x(n0, ~)(no + s) = ~(s) (y(no, ~)(no + s) = ~(s)), for s = -~, . . . ,  0. 
For our purpose, we also assume that f and G are continuous w.r.t, the second variable. Thus, 
the solutions of equations (1) and (2) continuously depend on the initial function ~o. In the sequel, 
for convenience, we always assume that the variables n, s, i, and j take integer values and the 
corresponding intervals and inequalities are discrete ones. 
DEFINITION 1. The zero solution of (1) (respectively, (2)) is Uniformly Stable (US) if for each 
e > O, and any no • Z +, there exists a 5(s) > 0 independent of no such that if [[~.o[[ < 5, then 
Ix(no, ~o)(n)l < e (ly(no, ~o)(n)l <e) ,  for all n >_ no. 
DEFINITION 2. The zero solution of (1) (respectively, (2)) is Uniformly Asymptotically Stable 
(UAS) if it is US and there is a/5o > 0 such that for each 7 > 0, there exists an integer N(7) > 0 
independent of no such that if no • Z + and [[~o[[ < ~0, then 
Ix(no, ~o)(n)l < ~' (ly(no, ~o)(n)l < 7), for MI n > no + N(7). 
DEFINITION 3. The zero solution of (1) is totally (uniformly) stable (stable under permanent 
perturbation) if for each ~ > 0 and any no E Z +, there exist 5(~) > 0 and ~(~) > 0 such 
that for any solution y(n) = y(no,~o)(n) of(2), [[[~o[[ < 5, [G(n, yn)[E < ~, n > n0] imply that 
ly(no,~)(n)[ < e, where [G(n,~o)IE -- sup{[C(n,~)l : n • Z +, II~rl < e}. 
DEFINITION 4. The zero solution of (1) is totally (uniformly) asymptotically stable if the zero 
solution of (2) is UAS provided that 
[G(n,~o)[ _< c~(n), uniformly for I1~11 < p, 
where or(n) --* 0 as n --~ c~, and p is some constant. 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
To start with, we consider in this paper the linear delay difference systems of the form 
x(n + 1) = Aox(n) + A lx(n  - T(n)), (3) 
and the corresponding perturbed systems 
y(n + 1) = Aoy(n) + Aly(n - T(n)) + G(n, yn), (4) 
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where n E Z +, x ,y  E R k, Ao, A1 are k x k matrices, T : Z + --* Z + with 0 <_ z(n) <_ r for some 
positive integer r, and G : Z + x C --* R k. 
For vector x and matr ix  A, the Euclidean norm and the spectral norm are adopted, respectively, 
as follows: 
2 { Amax , Ixl = x i , [AI = (ATA)}  1/2 
i----1 
where and in the sequel, we denote ),max(') and Amin(') as the largest and smallest eigenvalues of 
the relevant matr ix;  while A T is the transpose of A. 
It  is known (cf. [5]) that  if the moduli i  of all eigenvalues of A0 are less than one (in this case 
we say that  A0 is stable), then for any given positively definite symmetr ic  matr ix  C, there exists 
a (unique) posit ively definite symmetr ic  matr ix  H such that  
C = H - A-~HAo. (5) 
Now take the quadrat ic  form 
V(x) = zTHx 
as the discrete L iapunov'  function, where H is a solution of (5). Then there holds 
Amin(H)[x[ 2 <_ V(x) <_ Amax(H)[x[ 2. 
We are now in a posit ion to establish our main results. The first one is on the total  stabil ity of 
the zero solution of (3). 
THEOREM 1. Assume that  Ao is stable and the following hold: 
(i) 1 - W(H)IA11 > 0 where W(H)  = X/J~max(H)/)~min(H), 
(ii) P - Amin(C) - 2#W(H)[ATHAI[  - #2W2(H))~max(H)[AI[2 > O, where # -= [Aol/[]3(1 - 
W(H)IAI[)  ] with some constant j3 : 0 < ~ < 1. 
Then the zero solution of (3) is totally stable for any integer > O. More specifically, any solution 
y(no,~o)(n) o[(4) does not leave the bah S~ - {x e R k : Ix] < e}; i.e., [y(no,~)(n)l < e for all 
n > no, whenever I[~[[ < 6(e) and IG(n, yn)[ < ~(e) [orn e Z + and [[Y~I[ < e with 
~(~) = W(H)  and ~ ( ¢ ) = u ~  62(e), (6) 
where v is a suitable small number  to be specified later which is independent o[ e. 
PROOF. By Assumptions (i) and (ii), we may choose v > 0 so small that  
1 - W(H) [A I [ -  v ~ )  >_ ~[1 - W(H)IAl l]  > 0 (7) 
and 
P - 2u~~IHAo I - 2u#2~W(H) IHA l l -  v2~2)~max(g) > 0. 
Now for any given e > 0 and no E Z +, choose ~(c) = c /w(n) .  Let ]1~[I < $ and y(n) = 
y(no, qo)(n). Then it follows from [y(n)l < 5 for no - r < n < no that  
V(y(n) )  < )~max(n)]y(n) l  2 < ~max(n)~ 2, for no - r < n < no. 
We claim that  
Y(y(n))  < )~max(g)62, 
whenever IG(n,y,~)] < 7/ for n e Z + and IlY~II < ~. 
n* >_ no such that  
for all n >_ no (8) 
Suppose not, there exists some integer 
V(y(n))  < Amax(H)~ 2, for no - r < n < n* and V(y(n* + 1)) >_ Amax(H)3 2. 
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Note that there holds 
Amin(H)[y(n)l  2 _< V(y(n)) < Amax(H)62 _< 
)~max(H)e 2 
W2(H) ' 
which implies that  
for no - r < n < n , 
Also, 
[y(n)[ < e, for n0 - r < n < n*. (9) 
Amin(H)ly(n)l 2 <_ V(y(n)) < Amax(H)62 _< V(y(n* + 1)) _< Amax(H)ly(n* + 1)[ 2, 
for no - r < n < n* 
implies that 
ty(n)[ < W(H)Iy(n* + 1)], for no - r < n < n*. (10) 
Thus, noting that  by (9), [lYn*[I = max{ly(n* + s)] : - r  < s < 0} < e, we have from equation (4) 
that 
[y(n* + 1)[ _< [Ao][y(n*)] + [AIIW(H)Iy(n* + 1)l +7 .  (11) 
But then 
~? = v~H)6  < vv/V(y(n * + 1)) < u~¢/Amax(H)ly(n* + 1)[. (12) 
Hence, it follows from (11) and (12) that 
[y(n* + 1)[ < ]A0l . 
- 1 - W(H)]A1] - v ~  ly(n )[ -</~[y(n*)[ (13) 
by virtue of (7). By (10), (12), and (13), we derive that 
AV(y(n* ) )  -- V (y (n*  + I)) - V(y(n*) )  
= [yr(n*)A'~ + yT(n* -- T(n*))A'[ + GT(n*,yn.)] H 
[Aoy(n*) + Aly(n* - v(n*)) + G(n*,yn.)] - yr (n*)Hy(n*) 
<_ -y r  (n *)Cy(n*) + 2 IATo HAI] w(g)Iy(n*)[[y(n* + 1)[ 
+ 21G(n*,yn.)l[gAol[y(n*)[ + 2[G(n*,y,.)[[gAl[W(g)[y(n* + 1)l 
+ Am~(g)[Al[2W2(g)[y(n * + 1)[ 2 + Am~(H)[G(n*, yn.) l  2 
<_ [ -P  + 2v lz~H) lggo[  + 2v#2V/Amax(g)w(g)lgA1 [ 
d-v2/~2Amax(H)] [y(n*)[ 2 < 0. 
This contradicts the assumption V(y(n* + 1)) > Amax(H)/f 2 > V(y(n*)). Therefore, (8) holds, 
which implies that  
~max(H)e 2 
)~min(H)ly(n)l 2 < V(y(n) )  < Amax(H)62 = W2(H ) , 
and thus, 
ly(n)] < e, for all n >_ no 
whenever [1~11 < $ and IG(n, yn)l < ~7 for n 6 Z + and I[Ynl[ < e. Therefore, the zero solution 
of (3) is totally stable, moreover, the solution y(no, ~)(n) of (4) does not leave the ball S~ for all 
n _> no whenever I1~[] < /f and [G(n, yn)[ < ~ for n • Z + and IlY~I[ < e with/f(e) and ~(e) as 
in (6). 
The next result is a criterion for total asymptotic stability. 
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THEOREM 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, in addition, we assume that 
IG(n,~)l < a(n) ,  un i fo rmly  ~or I1~11 < so, (14) 
where a(n) --* 0 as n --* cx~, and So > 0 is a constant. Then the zero solution of (3) is to- 
tally (uniformly) asymptotically stable for arbitrary r > O. More specifically, the asymptotic 
region f~ -= {qo E C : lim~-~oo y(no,~)(n) = 0} contains at least a bail S~ o with the radius 
50 = so/W(H) .  
PROOF. 
(I) Since G(n) ~ 0 as n --+ oo, for any given e > 0 (s < e0) we can find the corresponding 
number ~(s) > 0 defined as in (6) in the proof of Theorem 1, and there exists an n* E Z + 
such that 
a(n) < 0(s), for all n > n*. 
Hence, by the arguments in Theorem 1, we know that the zero solution of (3) is totally 
stable for arbitrary r > 0 with the only restriction that n >_ n*. However, as pointed out 
before, under our assumptions the continuous dependence of the solutions of (4) on the 
initial function is guaranteed, which trivially removes this restriction. 
(II) We now show the total asymptotic stability. By Assumption (i), we may choose suitable 
p > 1 such that 
1 - pW(H)IA11 > O. 
Let 
and 
IAo] 
~o = 1 - pW(H)IA~I 
Po =/~min(C) - 2ttopW(H) IAXo HA1 ] - #2p2W2(H)Amax(H)lAl[2. 
It is easy to see that #0P > # > 0 and we may assume p > 1 is sufficiently close to 1 so 
that P0 > 0. Then pick v0 > 0 such that 
1 - pW(H)IAl l  - V o ~  >/~[1 - pW(H)lAxl] (15) 
and 
Po 2votzoffAm~x(H)lHAo[ 2Uo I~2p~W(h) IHAx l  2 9. 
- - - Po#oAmax(H) = o~ > 0 
for some a > 0. For the number So > 0 given by (14), by Theorem 1 we can find the 
corresponding 6(so) and ~(e0) as in (6). For convenience, let 60 = 5(s0) and rlo = rl(So). 
Thus, [IITll < 6o, IG(n, Yn)l~o < rlo] imply that 
V(y(n)) < Amax(H)52 and ly(n)l < s0, for all n > N0, (16) 
where y(n) = y(no, ~)(n) is a solution of (4). 
Now for any given ~ > 0(~ < ¢o) and no > n* (we assume that a(n) < 7o for all 
n,> n*), we will find an integer N('y) > 0 such that [[[~[I < 6o, n >_ no + N] imply that 
b(n) l  = IV(~o,~)(n)l < 7. 
To this end, let A = )~max(H)72/W2(H), B = ~max(H)302, and r/7 = vox/)~max(H)7/W(H ) 
(trivially, Zl~ < rlo), and 
d = inf (p2u-  u : A < u < B} .  
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Then clearly d > O. Choose K E Z + such that 
A + (K -  1)d < B <_ A+ Kd. 
We show that 
Y(y(n) )<_A+(g- i )d ,  fo rn>_n~=n0+iN* ,  i=O,  1 , . . . ,g ,  (17) 
where N* will be determined later, which will be independent of no and ~. 
Trivially, (17) holds for i = 0. Now, suppose for some j, 0 < j _< K - 1, there holds 
Y(y(n))  <_ A + (g  - j)d, for n _> nj, 
we wish to claim that 
Y(y(n))  < A + (g  - j - 1)d, for n > nj+l. (18) 
We first show that there must exist some fi >_ nj + r with 
Y(y(fi)) _<A + (g  - j - 1)d. (19) 
Suppose not, then we would have 
A + (K - j - 1)d < V(y(n))  <_ A + (g  - j)d, for n _> nj + r. (20) 
Hence, 
p2V(y(n + 1)) > V(y(n  + 1)) + d > A + (K - j )d  > V(y(s)),  
fo rn - r<s<n,  n_>n j+r ,  
which implies that 
Amin(H)[y(s)[ 2 <_ V(y(s))  < p2V(y(n + 1)) < p2Amax(g)[y(n + 1)[ 2, 
and thus, 
[y(s)[ <pW(g) [y (n+l ) [ ,  fo rn - r<s<n,  n_>n j+r .  
On the other hand, it follows from (20) that for n > nj + r, there holds 
V(y(n + 1)) > A + (K -  j - 1)d >_ A = 
which implies 
Amax(H)9,2 ~/2 
W2(H) = ~202, 
~1~ < vov/V(Y( n + 1)) < vo~/Amax(H)ly(n + 1)l. 
Therefore, it follows from equation (4) and by (21) and (22) that 
[y(n + 1)[ < [Ao[[y(n)[ + p[Al[W(g)[y(n + 1)[ + Vo~/Amax(H)[y(n + 1)}, 
which implies that 
ly(n + 1)1 _ < IAol 
1 - pW(H) IA l l  - ,'o ~D,m~,(~)  ly (n ) l -  - ' -  
< #0[y(n)l, 
by virtue of (15) and the definition of #o. 
for n > nj +r ,  
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
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Now with the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 1, we can derive that 
AV(y(n) )  <_ -aly(n)[  2, for n _> nj + r. 
Hence, by (16) and (20) (which implies [y(n)l > "r /W(H)) ,  we have 
?l 
cg(n n j  r + 1)'r 
v(y (n  + 1)) < v (y (n) )  - ~ ~F, lY(i)l ~ < B - i=n~+r W(H)  , n > nj + r. (24) 
Thus, for n > nj +r+ [SW(H)/(a ' r ) ]  (where [.] denotes the greatest integer function), (24) 
yields 
y(y(n + 1)) < 0, 
which leads to a contradiction. Therefore, there must be some fi E [nj + r, n i + r + 
[B~(H)/(a-r)]] with (19) holding. 
We next show that 
Y(y(n))  <_ A + (K - j - 1)d, for all n _> ft. (25) 
Suppose (25) is not true, then there would exist an ¢z >_ ~ such that 
Y(y(n))  < A + (K -  j -1 )d ,  fo r~<n<¢~ 
and 
Y(y(h  + 1)) > A + (g  - j - 1)d. (26) 
As above, this would imply that 
[Y(S)t < pW(H) Iy (h  + 1)L, for ¢~ - r < s < 
and 
ly(h + 1)1 ___ ~olY(~)l- 
In the same way as above, we arrive at 
AV(y(¢~)) < -~ly(h) l  2 < 0, 
i.e., 
V(y(¢~ + 1)) < V(y(h)) < A + (g  - j - 1)d. 
This is a contradiction to (26). Therefore, 
V(y(n))  < A + (K - j - 1)d, for all n _> nj+l = nj + N*, 
where N* = r + [Bqa(H)/(aT)], which is obviously independent of no and qo. 
By induction, we arrive at 
Xm.x(H)7 2 
Amin(g)ly(n)[ 2 < V(y(n))  _< A = W2(H ) , for n >_ nK = no + gg* ,  
which implies 
ly(n)l _< 7, for n > no + N(7), 
where N(7) = KN*  is obviously independent of no and ~. Clearly, as long as I1~11 < 60 = 
~(~o) = eo /W(H) ,  the solutions of (4) tend to 0 as n --* co. This shows the asymptotic 
stability region f~ contains at least a ball S~ o. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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3. REMARKS 
In the end, it is worth mentioning the following remarks. 
REMARK 1. It is easy to see that for a given system of the form (3), one may choose 
an arbitrary positively definite symmetric matrix C to get the corresponding matrix H 
satisfying (5). Then under the Conditions (i) and (ii) in Theorem 1, one can find the 
corresponding numbers 6(~) and 7](e) given in (6) to each given number c > 0. Moreover, 
if the additional condition (14) is imposed, then one also can calculate the radius 60 of the 
ball inscribed in the asymptotic region. 
On the other hand, it is clear that for different choices of C, the corresponding matrix H 
and thus the corresponding values of 6(c), ~(~), and 60 are different. Hence, there is an 
open problem regarding which is the best possible choice of C so that ~o(H) attains its 
minimum and thus 6(~), ~](~), and 60 attain the maximum; while at the same time the 
Condition (i) is least restrictive. 
REMARK 2. Obviously, the required parameter/3 is not unique. The larger ~ is (as long 
as 0 < 13 < 1), the smaller # is, and thus the less restricted the Condition (ii) is. But, on 
the other hand, the v satisfying (7) must be smaller. 
REMARK 3. If the matrix A0 is not stable, then we may try to choose a suitable parameter 
/~ so that A = A0 +/~A1 is stable and then we can establish the corresponding criteria, 
which will be explored in a subsequent paper. 
REMARK 4. The results obtained in this paper are independent of the size of the delay 
r > 0; i.e., they are valid for arbitrary delay. In this sense, our results are unconditional 
total stability which is a rather strong concept. Moreover, the obtained results are not 
only qualitative but also quantitative. 
REMARK 5. Finally, we note that systems (3) and (4) are not autonomous since the delay 
r(n) may not be constant. 
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